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Muslim Culture: PregnancY Loss

Abstract

Health care professionals require knowledge regarding Muslirn culture and

customs in order to provide culturally competent care to this population' This

practicum project provides an overview of Muslim culture, including the role of

Muslim women, men and the family in relation to comrnon values with specif,tc

application to pregnancy loss in the hospiøl setting. Grief, death and the afterlife are

discussed as well as burial customs and ceremonies relating to the loss of a pregnancy

in the Muslim population. Some important values and their application to hospital

care have been identified, such as, the significance of modesty to Muslims particularly

for women and how it impacts the approach to care in the hospital, information on

post-mortem religious rites in the loss of a pregnancy, and how the common practice

of a memento progïam (e.g., lock of hair, pictures or foot prints) in North American

societies is likely inappropriate since it may be considered to be desecration of the

body.

These topics, developed into practice principles, should help enhance cultural

competence among health care professionals when providing care to Muslim \ilomen

\
and their iamilies. In particular, the practice principies provide health care workers

with an understanding of the practices in this faith in order to better provide culturally

competent and holistic care to Muslim parents who have suffered a pregnancy loss-

The final section of this practicum includes a summary of a variety of pertinent

principles regarding Muslim faith and customs, which can be made available to

clinical care areas within the hospital context.
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Chapter I: Introduction

With the ever-changing demographics of the Canadian population, including a

diverse immigrant population, the need to transition from cultural sensitivity to

cultural competency is essential for health care professionals. The issues surrounding

death and grieving in pregnancy loss deserve specific attention. A lack of

understanding of the appropriate cultural approach in caring for a family that has

suffered a pregnancy loss can be detrimental to the current and future therapeutic

relationships between the members of the family and health care team. The Muslim

population has been identified as an important growing local population with very

distinctive needs. This project clarifies and elaborates on cwrent practices related to

death, grieving and burial amongst Canadian Muslíms and their views of the

pregnancy loss. This cohort will be referred to as the Muslim population and Canadian

Muslims interchangeably. This population is discussed in general in reference to Islam

and focuses on common cultural nofrns. Practice principles and recommendations for

health care professionals and possibly health care institutions are outcomes arising

from this practicum project.

Cultural Competency

Increasing cultural competence among providers of care and within health care

institutions is important for several reasons. This concept can help us respond to

current and projected demographic changes in Manitoba and Cønadaregarding the

Muslim population. This idea has gained interest as a potential strategy to improve the

qualrty of care and enable cultural competency in our system (Betancourt, Green,

Emilio Canillo, & Park, 2005). The need for this transition to occur has been
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esøblished, yet the integration of a culturally competent approach has not been fully

rcalized,because of lack of "awareness, knowledge, skills, and orgarization support

to be effective as culturally competent providers of care" (Taylor, 2005' p' 136)'

Cultural competence encompasses four factors: caring, culturai sensitivity,

cultural knowledge, and cultural skills (Kirn-Godwin, Clarke, & Barton,2001)'

According to Betancourt et al. (2005), the goal of cultural competence is to "create a

health care system and workforce that are capable of delivering the highest-quality

cæe to every patient regardless of race, ethnicity, culture, or language proficiency,"

which will require action by various sectors in health (Cultural Competence, para. 1).

To become a culturally competent provider requires a self-awareness and evaluation of

one's own cultural roots, beliefs, and behaviours (Rorie, Paine, &'Barge,1996). These

exercises support the development of health care professionals' awareness and

sensitivity and preparation for future care situations.

Cultural competence requires that we reject simplistic views of culture as

monolithic and unchanging and the notion that people are fîxed in cultural

fiaditions, unable to modify their behavior, and learn new ways. In addition to

making assumptions about cultural uniformity, we have failed to account for

the shifting nature of cultures and the situations use of ethnic

identities... Cultures are fluid and constantly changing vis-à-vis new

environments and inconstant physical, social, economic, and political

circumstances. People do not live their lives out in cultures, they live out their

lives in communities, where circumstances generate conflict, where people do

not always follow the rules... (Dreher & MacNaughton, 2002, p. 18a)'
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Thisphilosophyofcarebasedonculturalcompetencemustbecomeacentrai

focusforthedevelopmentofeffectiveinterventionprograJnsandpolicy-making

initiatives @orie etal.,ßg6).The achievement of cuitural competence is realized

when we preserve a client,s human rights to culturally congruent care (Pacquiao'

2003).

Definitions

Therearemultipietermsusedtodefinevariousaspectsofeventsina

plegnancy.Listedbelowareanumberofimportantdefinitionstoguidethereader.

The definitions are critical as the diagnosis dictates care pathway' Following the

pfegnancy-relatedtermstherewillbealistofimportantreligiousdefinitionsto

orientate the reader to Islamic terminology' Islam is only beginning to become

familiar to the western cultures and there is stili much confusion remaining even on

commonandsimplereligiousterminology'Therefore,thesetermsanddefinitions

have been included for the purpose of clarity'

P r e gnancy -Rel at ed T erms and D efiniti ons

Ectopic pregnancy'An ectopic pregnancy occurs when afertllizedegg

implants itseif outside of, or at the borders of, the uterus and starts to grow but will not

be viable. This condition most commonly occurs in weeks 5-10 of the pregnancy'

@Medicine, 2005)'

Fetalloss.Fetallossincludesstillbirthsandcasesofmiscarriages,illegal

abortionsandunspecifiedabortions(StatisticsCanada'2005)'

Miscarriage.Miscarriageisthespontaneousabortionofafetusthatoccl}fs

before 20 weeks of gestation Qvlarch of Dimes' 2004)'

M
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Pregnancy Loss

Molar pregnancy. Amolar pregnancy results from the over-production of

tissue into the placenta, which develops into a mass where no viable fetus is produced

(|iational Library of Medicin e, 2004).

Spontaneous abortion. A spontaneous abortion is the loss of a fetus due to

îafirralcauses (National Llbrary of Medicine, 2004)'

Pregnancy /oss. Pregnancy loss is death ofthe fetus occurring at any

gestational age (this includes miscarriages and stillbirths). The terms used for

stillbirth is usually late pregnancy loss and for miscarriage is early pregnancy loss'

premature labour. Premature labour is labour that occurs before 36 *'eeks of

gestation but after the20 weeks of gestation (Dambro, 2005; National Library of

Medicine,2004).

Spontøneous termination The term "miscarriage" is the Spontaneous

termination of a pregnancy before the 20ú week of pregnancy (National Library of

Medicine,2004).

St¡ttbirth. A Stillbirth occurs when the baby dies in utero after 20 weeks of

gestation, occurring in approximately one in two hundred pregnancies (Izlarch of

Dimes,2002)

Common and Religious Terms and Definitions Used by the Muslim population

Abaya. The abaya is a sleeveless outer garment worn by Middle Eastem men

(S. Siddiqui, personal communication, August 23, 2005).

Ablution. The proces s of ablution is performed by washing one's body or part

of it as in a religious rite (Britannica Online Encyclopedia, 2005).
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Altah. The word Atlah means God'

Ahmadiyya. Ahmadryyais a one of the schools of Islam (s' Siddiqui' personal

communication, August 23' 2005)'

Arøb. ÃnArab is a member of an Arabic-speaking community or country

pritannica Online Encyclopedi a' 200 5)'

Arabic.The word Arabic is a Semitic language originally of the Arabs of the

Hejazand Nej d (B ritannica Onl ine Encyclopedia' 2 0 0 5 )'

Ensoul.Theprocessofensoulmentistobeendowedwithasoul

(Barber, 2004).

Halal. Halalis a ritual sanctioned by Islamic law and usually refers to food

and behaviour that is ritually fit for use (S' Siddiqui, personal communication' August

23,2005).

Haram. Haramare foods and behaviours considered forbidden by religious

law (S. Siddiqui, personal communication, August 23' 2005)'

Hijab. The htiab is a veil wom by some Muslim women to cover the hair and

furehead @arber,2004).

Igmo. Igma isthe general consensus of a law or belief or something that is

agreed upon by most people (S. Siddiqui, personal communication, Augustz3' 2005)'

Imam. An imam ísthe prayer leader or a mosque in shiites. This Muslim

leader is of the line of Ali held by Shiites to be the divinely appointed, sinless'

infallible successor of Muhammad (Britannica Online Encycloped ia, 200 5 ;

' S. Siddiqui, personal communication, August 23,2005)'

il::-::1.::tÌ":!ì::lì:.1i,:)i

¡jìì:ì:ì:ita::,:1.-Ìì:..ìiì:ii :::ìrii
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Islam.Islam is "the religious faith of Muslims including belief inAttah as the

sole deity and in Muhammad as his prophet" (Britannica Online Encyclopedia, 2005).

It is also interpreted as the civilization erected upon Islamic faith and the group of

modern nations in which Islam is the dominant religion

(Britannica Online Encycloped ia, 200 5).

Islamic calendar. The Islamic calendar is a lunar calendar that is organized in

cycles of 30 years @ritannica Online Encyclopedia, 2005).

Quran. The Quran is the book "composed of sacred writings accepted by

Muslims as revelations made to Muhammad by Allah through the angel Gabriel"

(Britannica Online Encycloped ia, 200 5).

Mahram. Mahram is a blood relative (S. Siddiqui, personal communication,

August 23,2005).

Mosque. The mosque is a public building used for worship by Muslims

@ritannica Online Encyclopedia, 2005).

Muhammad. Muhammad is the prophet and a founder of Islam (Britannica

Online Encyclopedi a, 2005)

Muslim. A Muslim has the literal significance of a person who submits to one

God(Allah). He is also a believer in his faith and in the teachings of Muhammad. All

Muslims must follow as well the 5 pillars of faith (Britannica Online Encyclopedia,

2005; Hawker,2002; s. siddiqui, personal communication, August 23,2005).

Ramadan' The Ramadain occurs on the ninth month of the Islamic year where

fhsting is practiced daily from dawn to sunset (Britannica Online Encycloped ia,2005).
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: sabr. Theword, sabr symbolizes the display of patience (Briønnica online

..

l'l EncYcloPedia,2oo5)'

, shariah. shariahrefers to the Islarnic law based on the Quran (Britannica

.'

,l Online EncYcloPedia, 2005)'

' shedaya. The word shedaya signifies the Islamic laws that have been based

: 
uponreligious teachings (S. Siddiqui, personal communication, August23'2005)'

,,, .' r i :t - /ñ -:L^-:, sheik. A sheikis a Muslim leader or a chief of an Arab tribe (Britannica

: - Online EncYcloPedia, 2005)'

,t, Sh¡ite. Sh¡tteis one of the schools oflslam (S. Siddiqui, personal

:1,.

f't, communication, August 23,2005)'

l:ì. '

,1 . Sunnah. Sunnahrefers to the practical teaching of Prophet Muhammad

t'. (Arshad, Horsfall, & Yasin, 2004)'

.tì,:.

.ìt Sunni. Sunniis one of the schools of Islam (S. Siddiqui, personal

,:t:: rr . l

'l'' 
communication, August23,2005).
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Muslim Population in Canada and Manitoba

P opul at i on Gr ow t h Tr ends

To give the Canadian perspective of this population, there were 579,640

individuals inCanadaand 5,095 in Manitoba who declared themselves to be Muslim

according to the 2001 Canadian census (Statistics Canada,2001). "Canada's Muslim

population more than doubled over the past decade, increasing by 128.9a/o from

253,265 jn1997,to 579,640 in 2001. According to these statistics, Muslims represent

2o/o of tlnscountry's population, making Islam the fastest growing religion in Canada"

(Wilner, Dimant, Scheinberg, & Klein, 2003,Distribution of the Jewrsh population in

Canada,para. T). Population growth trends for the Muslim community in Canada and

Manitoba are depicted in figures 1.0 and 1.1.

The population expansion cannot be ignored; this trend will continue to change

the population health needs in Canada and Manitoba. The significance of involving

the family and community in many aspects of the Muslim's life may push the need to

further expand the integration for holistic care. Another example is the essential need

to preserve modesty in Muslim women, which might redesign the approach to care on

the unit. This gives cause for health care professionals to educate themselves on the

rather complex and distinct care needs of the Muslim population'
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Growth Trends ir¡ the Muslim Fopulation in Ganada

Growth Trends irr the Muslim Population in Manitoba

(llamdani,2001)

Figure 1.0

600000

500000

400000

300000

200000

f00000

Figure 1.1
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Pr ev al enc e of P r egnancY Los s

A1l expectant mothers carry risks of fetal loss in pregnancy. It is estimated that

between 20 to 25 o/o of pregnancies end in miscarriage, ectopic pregnancy, molar

pfegnancy, or stillbirth. Miscarriage, the most common type of fetal loss, occws in

l5-20%of pregnancies. Ectopic pregnancy occurs in approximately 7-2o/o of pregnant

women and lYo of fetuses considered to be viable (18 weeks of gestation) die in the

womb. The rarest form of fetal loss is molar pregnancy and occurs in 1 out of 1500 to

2000 pregnancies.

tr Total Estimated Prcgnancy
Loss

t M¡scan¡age

@ Ectopic Pregnancy

wSt¡ll Birth

n Molar Pregnancy

(Douglas,2000)

Figure 1.2

Eslimated Pregancy
Loss by Category in

Ganada in Percentage
(7o) (Upper limit)

ESimated Total
Pregnancy Loss in

Canada in Percentage
(7d (Upper limit)
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Statistics canadakeeps records of reported fetal loss events through the

Hospital Morbidity Dat¿base where it accounte d, fot 9,399 losses' or l '2losses per

1000 women in canada and 831 losses, or 2.9losses per 1000 women in Manitoba in

2002 (statistics canada, 2001). It was noted that there is no culturally specific data

available to distinguish any variations existing in pregnancy loss with Muslim women

inManitoba or canada. It is important to note that these numbers underestimate the

real values; many miscarriages are not reported, particularly those that occur early in

pregnancy and do not require hospitalization and those that are not recognized as a

miscarriage (Haward Medical school, 2004). Howevet, since home pregnancy kits

are able to detect pregnancy at very early stages miscarriages are able to be recognized

as such and have the potential of increasing the number of women receiving care for

this loss. New estimates calculate that closer to half of pregnancies in the early phase

do not survive Qettozza,2004)'

In Manitoba

The Muslim population in Manitoba is growin g at afast pace not only through

immigration but also through local births. Most health care professionals working in

the area of obstetrics and gynecology are likely to care for Muslim women and

families who have experienced pregnancy loss. Given the delicate nature of this event'

it would be beneficial for health care providers to have readily accessible resources or

practice principles to provide culturally competent health care to Muslim women and

: , thsir families.
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currently, there are no formal published guidelines in Manitoba or canada on

canng for Muslim families who have lost a pregnancy. The winnipeg Regional

Health Authority (WRHA) Women's Health Progtam would greatly benefit from such

practice principles to improve cultural competency pertaining to the care of Muslim

women(P.Gregory,Director,Women,sHealthProgram,.WRHA,personal

communication, April 15, 2005). such practice principles would be a valuable

educational tool for health care providers and an important resource in institutions'

The end result should be a better understanding of Muslim customs' which would

facilitate the delivery of culturally competent care that attends to the distinctive needs

ofthis population at a time of grief and vulnerability'

PurPose of Research Proi ect

one perspective is that the tragic events of september 11, 2001 may have

resulted in the stereotyping and marginalization of the Muslim population' There is a

need for health care providers to be more informed to prevent inappropriate responses

' 
and reactions toward Muslim patients that may lead to a breakdown in the therapeutic

relationship.

Gracey (2003) explains that culture,language, and reiigion play a vital role in

- 
patients' access and response to health services. she outlines that providing culturally

'ì 
:

.. sensitive care to the family requires health care providers to understand some of the

'.,1.i.' firndurn.ntal principles of family dynamics and religious/cultural influences on life'

birth, and death (Gracey, 2003). There is also a need to initiate motivation in

institutions to enable an upstream thinking model to implement structures that assist

'and encourage providers to deliver competent care.
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The pqpose of this practicum project was to identify the critical issues

sunounding the care of the Muslim family and their deceased infant (miscarried or

stillbom) and to develop clear practice principles on how to manage this situation in

keeping with Muslim customs and family intentions. This process entailed gathering

information from cunent and classical literature through articles, guidelines and

books. These practice principles will be recommended for use as an educational tool

to provide health care workers with reasonable insights to deliver holistic and

culturally competent care to the grieving Muslim family and community.

In addition to specific practice principles on the care of Muslim women and

their families who experience a pregnancy loss, summaries on customs and rituals

sunounding birth, death and grief were developed. The appendices include general

information on the Islamic religion and culture, produced to present an overview of

some basic Muslim customs and rituals.

Lastly, a representative from the Islamic Social Services Association (ISSA),

who specializes in Muslim women's issues was consulted to ensure applicability of

these principles with the local Muslim populetion and to discuss common relevant

cultural and religious practices. These practice principles are not absolute and may

not apply to all Muslim clients. Rather they are an overview of what may be

encountered. It is important to discuss individual performances with Muslim woman

and their partners to identify their true needs and wishes.
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Chapter II: Methodology

This chapter explains the approach taken to develop the practice principles for

health care professionals. The information was obtained primarily through a review of

the literatwe describing the Muslim population's cultural and religious practices. In

addition, further insight and feedback on the appropriateness of the information used

frr the development of the principles was obtained through discussions with the

Executive Director of the Islamic Social Services Association.

Literature Review

The information gathering process entailed a review of the literature on

Muslim customs and belief systems pertaining to pregnancy loss, death, and grieving.

Some of the specific areas that were researched included the appropriate care, time

frame, and procedures used for handling the remains of the pregnancy loss. This

project involved looking at commonalities found in the Muslim culture. In addition,

the role of Muslim women and men and the family was explored. The final areas

researched were birthing and death customs, beliefi, and burial ceremonies.

A literature search of Medline, CINAHL and Bison catalogue (university of

Manitoba Library) was conducted using the followng search terms: abortion-

spontaneous, fetal-death, miscarriage, stillborn, fetal loss, pregnancy, birth, abortion-

spontaneous-psychosocial-factors; after life rituals, ceremonies, burial-practices, grief,

.deatft Islamic religion,Islam, Muslim, culture; family, women; taboos, myths and
t.,

'fbcts; guidelines. Each of the terms was combined and mixed as considered

'rappropriate. ln addition, the V/orld Wide Web was used for supplemental information
.t:

::or clarification.

20
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Since it has already been determined that no clinical guidelines exist locally on

caring for Muslim families who have experienced pregnancy loss, findings from the

review of the literature were used to develop practice principles for heaith

professionars working with the Muslim population. rn addition to specific practice

principles on the care of Muslim women and their farnilies who experience a

pregnancy loss, a summary of Muslim culture was developed for use in general health

care situations.

Muslim Cultural and Religious Consultation

Finally, to ensure that the information being presented is relevant, appropriate

and accurate, the Executive Director of the Islamic Social Sewices Association (ISSA)

(United States andCanada), Sr. S. Siddiqui (Personal communication, August 23,

2005) was consulted. Sr. S. Siddiqui is also a member of Member of Manitoba

Coalition of Human Equalrty and Member of the Cross-cultural coalition for the

Prevention of Violence, Counselor and coordinator of community relations at the

Manitoba Islamic Association and a Board Member of Manitoba Coalition of Peace.
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Chapter III: Literature Review Findings

An overvisw of the Muslim culture to Increase Awareness and Provide culturally

Competent Care to MuslimWomen and their Families

Basic ExPlanation of Islam

Itisfarbeyondthescopeofthispracticumprojecttotakeonthemonurnental

task of trying to explain the Islamic faith- The following excerpt' however' offers the

readerarudimentaryexplanationofthebasicconceptsofthisreligion.

Islam is a:

Major world religion founded by Muhammad in Arabia in the eatly Tthcentury

AD.TheArabicwordlslammeans..submission''-specifically,submissionto

the will of the one God, called Atlahin Arabic' Islam is a strictly monotheistic

religion,anditsadherents,calledMuslims,regardtheProphetMuhammadas

thelastandmostperfectofGod'smessengers,whoincludeAdam,Abraham,

Moses, Jesus, and others. The sacred scripture of Islam tsthe Quran, which

contains God's revelations to Muhammad"'The religious obligations of all

Muslimsaresl}fnmedupintheFivePillarsoflslam'whichincludebeliefin

God and his prophet and obligations of prayer, charity, pilgrimage, and fasting'

Thefundamentaiconceptinlslamtstheshari,ah,otlaw,whichembracesthe

total way of life commanded by God (Britannica online Encyclopedia'2005'

para. 1).
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Islamic Religion, Views, and Population

Islam is a rich and diverse religion. "Although literature pertaining to perinatal

bereavement care is scarce, there is abundant literature highlighting the considerable

influences of Islam on daily living activities, on attitudes toward illness and death, and

on familial and societal pattems of behavior" (Hébert, 7998,p.65). This literature is

open to interpretation when considering the variety of cultural differences of those

who follow Islam. Having a basic awareness of the variations and commonalities of

this faith can be beneñcial to a successful health care practice with Muslim clients and

their families.

While the majority of Muslims reside in India, Iran, and other parts of

southeastern Asia and sub-Saharan Africa, large populations are also represented in

Indonesia, Malaysia and Turkey, The Canadian Muslim community is growing at a

rapid rate, as previously noted. Muslims also represent many different sub groups of

Islam, linguistic backgrounds and may practice a variety of beliefs and customs.

Hodge (2005) summarized the proper mindset to take when approaching a

member of Islamic faith, His recommendations are that you should be aware that no

particular set of beliefs and values exists that is representative of all Muslims except

for the five pillars of faith; individuals who self-identify as Muslims may or may not

afürm a number of the beließ and values (tlodge, 2005; S. Siddiqui, personal

communication, August 23, 200 5).

it is important, however, to be cognizant of the existing concepts that are

widely held among Muslims. The 5 pillars of Islam derived from the shari'a are

generally agreed upon practices and beliefs that comprise the common core of the
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wider reality. "The degree to which individual Muslims practice the five pillars can be

a good indication of the salience of faith in their lives" (lIodge, 2005, p. 164).

The 5 pillars of Islam are:

The profession offaith. The declaration of faith is to believe there is only one

God (Allah) and that the Prophet Muhamrnad is his messenger (I-awrence & Rozmus,

2001).

Salat or prayer. Muslims are required to pray 5 times daily. The first prayer is

before sunrise and the final is late night (S. Siddiqui, personal communication, August

23,2005).

Sawm or fasting. Most Muslims fast during the month of the Ramadan.

During the Ramadanthere is abstinence from food, including drinking water, smoking

and marital sexual intercourse from dawn to dusk (S. Siddiqui, personal

communication, August 23, 2005) .

Zakat or almsgiving. Muslims are required to give 2.5 % of their wealth every

year in charity or the community (Lawrence & Roznus,2001).

Hajj or pilgrimage to Mecca. Approximately 70 days after the Ramadan a

pilgrimage is done during one's lifetime if he or she is able to do so both physicaily

and financially (Lawrence & Rozmus,2001).

As discussed earlier, there are diverse values within the Islamic religion.

However, some would affirm that the foundation to the House of Islam would be

community, family and the sovereignty of God. It is explained that "these principal

values, along with the subsidiary values associated with them should not be

conceptualized as discrete value structures. Rather, they are interrelated constructs

24
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reflecting the unified, holistic Islamic cosmology" (Flodge, 2005, p'165)' Another

way to visualize Islam is not so much as a belief system but as a way of life that

unifi es metaphysical and materialistic dimensions (Izetbegovic, 1 993)'

The House of Islam views the community as a fundamental foundation rooted

in the belief that all people are equal before God. They tend to ernphasize

benevolence, cafe for others, cooperation between individuals, empathy, equality and

justice between people, the importance of social support and positive human

relatedness (Kelly, Aridi, & Bakhtiar, T996). Therefore, it is the individuals and the

community's responsibilrty to protect and empower its members. The connection

between family and community is closely interrelated and even sometimes considered

to be integrated. The family model in an Islamic community is relatively broad, but

the husband and wife, who have the responsibitity of reproducing spiritual and social

values, would define the core. As a result, both the nuclear and extended relatives that

sometimes include members of the community are important to compliment social and

spiritual health. The Mosque, in addition to being a holy Centre for the community can

offer a variety of services to believers such as libraries, day cares, as well as social and

sporting activities. As a result, these Centres can be an important resource for social

support.

:,' Family Roles and Social Conduct

In the Muslim religion, marriage is the celebration of the unions of two

, extended families, with the partner often selected by the respective families.

', Husbands and wives are held to be of equal worth but to have complementary roles

' (Corbett, 1994). The roles of the women are traditionally at home with the children
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and the men to be providers for the family' It is not forbidden for women to work if it

is to help provide for the family and this is changing with the evolution of modern

$mes. cluldren are cherished and large families are encouraged' The responsibility of

the mother is considered important in providing emotional support and guidance for

her children, for their own well-being, and that of the community' An additional

custom that most Muslims follow is to socialize only with members of the same sex

unless it is with a familY member'

Most Muslim societies are paternalistic but there are some that follow the

matriarchy model (S. Siddiqui, personal communication, August23'2005)' Decisions

regæding patient care and the choice of treatment are often made with or by the

fämily. A family might choose to reveal news to a patient slowly or initially give her

a false story. This can cause an ethical dilemma when treatments need to be

' dir.urrrd. All these issues come in conflict with confidentiality and the power for a

competent pefson to choose. It is important to be aware of these family dynamics'

:: values and traditions to help gulde and anticipate discussions with them'

Perspectives on Gender

An important Muslim value is modesty for both sexes, particularly for women

who choose to adopt Islamic dress (abaya)thatmay include veiling (hryab)' However'

requirements for women and men are different. "Muslim women adhere, in varying

,rdegrees, to prescribed norms governing modesty, privacy, diet, and covering (h¡iab)

'that have important clinicai implications for caregivers" (Rob erts' 2002 , p' 224)'

.$rhæ may seem like old-fashioned values to the newer Canadian generations are very
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important to the Muslim woman, just as some coÍlmon Canadian traditions may be

wewed as wlgar to Muslims @oberts, 2002)'

The htlabmay be a conscious choice of modesty for a woman and a way of not

drawing attention to herself. She is also discouraged from wearing excessive jewelry,

süong perfumes, or making unnecessary conversation in public , again, with the

intentron of not drawing unnecessary attention to herself. A woman who does not

wear the htjab may still abide by a figurative hryab through her actions of modesty,

which may be still very important to her. The behavioural demonstration of modesty

rnight be displayed by maintaining a downward gaze and shy demeanor, especially in

the presence of men. For example, "some patients may avoid prolonged eye contact

,out of respect and modesty" (Pennachio ,2005,8e sensitive to gender issues, pata' 2)'

To be aware of the modesty behavior pattem might help prevent a

. misinterpretation of the patient's body language significance. For example a Muslim

.\ryoman may avoid eye contact particularly with a male health care professional out of

.'preservation of modesty. This health professional may falsely interpret the reason

tbrhindherbody 
language as evasiveness. This may also make one cognizant of how

..to interact and not offend their Muslim female client'

r-ì .

',,,,'Ðietary Concerns

¡ : Muslims practice abstinence from pork and its by-products, and alcohol

i.tcluding medicines containing these products (see Appendices A and B). There are

exceptions made in the case of a life saving or health related intervention or if there

are no substitutions.
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Ramadan. pennachio (2005) explains the technicalities of the Ramadan in the

foilowing excerPt:

Fasting during the Ramadan,theninth month of the lunarMuslim calendar (it

begins in October this year), from approximately an hour before sunrise until

sunset, is cornpulsory for all healthy adult Muslims. Potentially exempt from

fasting are pregnant,lactating,or menstruating women, the sick, and travelers'

If a person misses the fast, he makes up for it when he's able. Fasting

encompasses total abstinence from food, drink (including water), smoking, and

sexual relations. Although pharmaceuticals and IV drips technically aren't

allowed, there's an exemption made for people who are ill. Still some patients

may insist on fasting regardless, and in a life-threatening situation you should

consult an imam,an Islamic religious leader, or an elder from the Muslim

community to negotiate with the patient to accept the necessary treatment

(Dietary issues may affect medical cate,para' 4 e' 5)'

:..

Birth Customs

Muslim women will often prefer a female health care provider. In addition, the

.:,
' support she will receive from her family during the delivery process will usually be

,'. from an older female such as her mother or mother-in-law instead of her husband.

,,The absence of some fathers during this time is not for lack of concern but in

...accordance with upholding the value of cultural nonns, although some fathers are now

,l ng amore active role in the delivery process (S. Siddiqui, personal

r,'cotnmunication, August 23, 2005).
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The importance of modesty for some Muslim women remains essential during

the birthing process. A mother in labour may choose to stay fully gowned and may

wear the hijab even if there are only women present. Finally, it is still a tradition in

urban centres of some countries for the mother to stay in bed for a few days after the

birthing process. Thus, the practice of getting wornen to arnbulate shortly after

delivering their child might be a strange concept to some patients.

Grief, Death and the After Lfe, and the Signtficance of Pregnancy Loss

The death of an infant at the final stage of gestation can be as difücult as the

loss of any other loved one and will lead to a grief response. Grief can be displayed

initially as shock, disbelief, and denial. If not dealt with properly, these feelings can

tum into depression and anger. It is said that people who experience a perinatal loss

never get over it; instead they learn to live with it (Hébert, 1998),

Muslims regard the loss of a term infant as equally significant to the loss of

one who has lived this earthly life. Muslims treat the stillbom with utmost respect.

Abu Huraína reported that Allah s Messenger said "The miscarried fetus that I send

before me is dearer to me than the rider whom I leave behind" (Shabazz, n.d.,

lncompetent Cervix, para. 5). These beliefs stem from their strong view of life as a

continuous cycle instead of a dead end point. The end of a life is seen as the will of

Allah since He causes everything that happens to people and in nature. "The religious

and behavioral focus is on acceptance of fate, the reality of the loss, and the primary of

following Islamic practices in the relationship to God, even at one's moment of great

pain and upheaval" (Rubin & Yasien-Esmael, 2004,p. 159). Even if some are not
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full followers of their faith, when confronted with death, several will tum to their

religion for answers and comfort.

When death occurs, it is considered God's will and it is viewed as

inappropriate to display strong physical emotions such as wailing or tearing at clothes

(I1ébert, 1998; S. Siddiqui, personal communication, August23,2005). It is rare to

see a strong outburst of emotions in public coming from a grieving mother who

follows Islam, although crying is seen as an acceptable display of emotions

(S. Siddiqui, personal communication, August 23, 2005). Nevertheless, families will

respond with the death of a child in their o\run way. It is more coÍtmon to see men

Suppress their emotions, where women might be more expressive. There is

reassruance for the parents from the Muslim community and family to accept this

peacefully and it is reiterated to them that this is God's will. The family, including

extended members, and the community, will often suround the grieving couple and

support and cater to them while encouraging them to return to their normal lives after

the three-day mourning period. Some parents might turn to God and pray or recite

verses with family or community members from fhe Quran for relief and support.

They are also comforted with the reminder that their deceased child is pure and

innocent and therefore guaranteed an entry into paradise. It is believed that the child

these parents have lost will meet them at the gates of Paradise. It is explained that

"Even the miscarried fetus will drag its mother towards Jannat (paradise) if she

exercised patience in the hope of acquiring reward" @ukhari, translated by Muhsin

Kahn 1987, as cited in Arshad, eta1.,2004,p. aS$. Some cultures may moum for 40

days during which time the gravesite is visited on Fridays (l{ébert, 1998; S. Siddiqui,
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personal communication, Augusr23,2005). some might then visit the gravesite each

Friday for that time period after which they may call friends and relatives for a meal

and prayers to signify the end of the mouming period (FIébert, 1998)'

Ensoulmenr. The concept of the relationship that exists between body, spirit

and soul is well defined by the Quran' The book speaks of:

God's creation of Adam from the lump of clay, filled with Divine light, or the

spirit of God. All people are thought to be a body, or shell, of clay,

represented by darkness, with a Centre of divine spirit, or pwe light. The space

between body or shell, and spirit or light, is the soul - mixed darkness and

light. The unique mixture of body and spirit in the soul is what differentiates

individuals. At the time of death, the shell of clay is removed, exposing the

soul of God (Ross, 2001, P. 84).

For the fetus, the process of ensoulment or full personhood occurs 120 days

after conception in the womb @ennachio, 2005). It is believed that the deceased lives

on in the hearts of their loved ones, which could be strongly linked to the religious

beließ of the afterlife. "The significance of inteqpersonal relationships in life and after

death should serve as a reminder of our common humanity even as we explore our

similarities and differences" (Rubin & Yasien-Esmael, 2004, p. 159). At this point, the

unbom infant is considered to have a soul like all other living human beings that hold

this belief. This, if the stillborn child is preterm and is over 20 weeks of gestation,

there is a need for full burial. All religious rituals apply in the case of a tenn stillbirth.

This includes washing, shrouding and full burial ceremony. For miscarriages under 20

weeks gestation where ensoulment has not occurred, there are no set parameters, or
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religious laws to follow, only the personal wishes of the parents (S. Siddiqui, personal

communication, August 23,2005). Islamic religious laws are flexible and vary across

nations and people. It is important is to continuously confirm, with each grieving

parents, their personal wishes and beliefs.

Ðeath and Burial Customs ønd Ceremonies

Gatrad (1994) states that most of the customs have been laid down in the

Shari'ah (lvluslim laws), which are derived from the Had¡th þractices and sayings of

the prophet Mohammed) rather than the Quran. Some say that religious law does not

require a preterm stillbom baby or fetus to be submitted to ritual washing nor

shrouding (S. Siddiqui, personal communication, August23,2005). The majority of

people (Ig*a) will have a full funeral service or burial for the stillbom after

ensoulment has occurred (S. Siddiqui, personal communication, August 23, 2005). In

addition, some would argue that both washing and shrouding rituals and a burial is

required once ensoulment occurs after 20 weeks of gestation (120 days after

conception, ensoulment) (Pennachio, 2005). Furthermore, a number of authors have

lwitten that some Muslims will perform the rituals of washing, shrouding and burial of

a child who has died in the womb (e.g., Hébert,1998; Pennachio, 2005).

To clarify, most will follow all post-mortem religious rites if a fetus has died at

term but may exclude the washing and shrouding if the child was preterm. Most

bereaved Muslim families will choose to follow these rituals with their full term

deceased infants (S. Siddiqui, personal communication, August23,2005). However,

as seen with other cultures when confronted with death, some may choose to proceed

with all rituals.
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Attending to the miscatied or stillborn irlfants body and remains.It is

customary when handling the remains of the stillborn Muslim infant thatatthe time of

death, the head should be facing a northeasterly direction (in Winnipeg) to face Mecca

(the feet should be in the opposing direction) when named (S. Siddiqui, personal

communication, August23,2005). Although it is viewed as ideal for the deceased to

be turned towards Mecca when the child is named, it is believed that in the hospital it

should be suffrcient to turn the head toward the right (Gatrad, 1994: S. Siddiqui,

personal communication, August23,2005). The baby's eyes and mouth should then

be closed, the body and limbs straightened (the baby should not be left in the fetal

position) with the feet or toes (depending of his or her size) tied together to prepare for

rituals and burial (the nurse or other health allies can do this preparation before the

rituals) (S. Siddiqui, personal communication, August23,2005). Also, the infant

should be covered completely (so that no part is exposed) before being handed over to

the family or community representative (Arshad et a1.,2004). See Appendix C.

A washing ritual for the deceased is usually carried out shortly after death by

the family or a community member (see Appendix D and E). Since the child is under

6 years of age the gender of the person performing this sacrament does not matter.

This ceremony is usually performed in a designated area for Musiims in the flmeral

home or in a larger Mosque that has the facilities, "HoweveÍ, more and more hospitals

are providing this facility for both sexes in a designated place in the mortuary" (Gatrad

& Sheikh, 2002,p. a9g. The larger hospitals (tlealth Science Centre and St Boniface

Hospital) do not offer special areas designated to Muslims for these rituals. This ritual
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can also be performed in the case of a full term pregnancy loss. This is also important

ifthe fetus has attained ensoulment.

The washing ritual is then performed exactly as it would be done in

preparation for the daily prayer, which entails washing the face, hands, arrns, head and

forehead, and feet up to the ankles (Sarhilll, Mahmoud, & Walsh, 2003; S. Siddiqui,

personal communication, August 23, 2005) -

The body is tumed onto its left side and warm water is splashed over the right

side then reversed. This process takes place three times. Hot water should be

used for washing after adding the leaves of the 'Lot tree' and it should then be

fîltered. Particular perfumes are usually applied over the body (Sarhill et al.,

2003, p.36).

In addition ,the Quran may not be recited near the corpse during the washing

ritual; personal prayers repeating the declaration of faith may be offered and recited

(Ross, 2001; S. Siddiqui, personal communication, August23,2005). The final step

would be the shrouding with a white cloth, which is cut into three pieces for men and

five for women (Sarhilll et al., 2003).

Burial. The body and all the other significant remains should be carried from

the hospital in a casket, which is a simple wooden box, the use of a coffin is usually

not allowed (Sarhill et al., 2003). The body is then transported by the ñrneral director

orthe family to the Mosque or funeral home (S. Siddiqui, personal communication,

August 23,2005). it is forbidden for the body to be embalmed or cremated since it is

considered sacred and should not be cut or harmed in any way (Gatrad, 1994). In

Manitoba, these religious rites are most commonly performed in funeral homes
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facilities dedicated for Muslims (S. Siddiqui, personal communication, August 23,

2005). Once all other reiigious rites are performed, the body is then buried in the

shroud with out the casket and positioned with the head facing Mecca (feet in the

opposite direction).

Most Muslim cultures allow women to attend the funeral (S. Siddiqui, personal

communication, August 23,2005), although exceptions do exist where Muslim

women are not allowed to attend, even if a female relative or a baby has died. "This is

a result of the belief that women are of 'faint heart' and will easily break down."

(Gatrad, 1994, Funerals, para. 2). Some believe that the reason for preventing the

mother's attendance to her baby's funeral is to protect her and is rooted in the

paternalistic family model. As a final note, out of respect for the deceased, the

immediate relatives of the departed may not eat until after the funeral (Gatrad, 1994).

Mementoes

The implementation of a memento progtam, i.e., the gathering of "keepsakes"

such as hand and foot prints, photographs and locks of hair, is often done with good

intentions, but may be seen by most Muslims as a desecrations of the body

(S. Siddiqui, personai communication, August23,2005). However, they should not be

completely dismissed as an option for Muslim parents as some may still wish to

benefit from these created memories. "Muslims believe that only God is able to

recreate a living image, therefore photographs and hand and foot prints may be

perceived as representation of the human form which is prohibited in Islam" (Gatrad,

1994 in Arshad et al., 2004,p. aS3). According to Hébert (1998), these current

practices are based on Euro-American theories of grief and loss and are aimed at
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frcilitating familial adaptation through the creation of memories. She adds that it is

unfortunate that the influences of cuiture on bereavement pattems are often ignored

and little attention is given to the applicability and suitability of these practices for the

Muslim PoPulations.
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Chapter IV: Discussion and Practice Principles

There is an abundance of literature on Muslim culture and rituals, but there is

no published consolidated information or guidelines applicable to pregnancy loss in

Muslim women and families. The extensive literature search performed resulted in

only one brief article from Britain specifically dedicated to pregnancy loss in Muslirn

women (Arshad et al., 2004). The need for a better understanding of the cultural

complexity of this sensitive time is imperative to providing appropriate care to Muslim

families.

It has become obvious that more research is required to gain a better

understanding of culturally competent care for Muslim parents who have experienced

a pregnancy loss. Nevertheless, there was a wealth of information on religious

customs surrounding death and grief. There were scattered principles in regard to

issues surrounding fetal death. Given the large number and growing population of the

Muslim community in Canada and Manitoba, such practice principles would be a

valuable resorúce for the health care worker. This practicum project represents the

first attempt at developing such practice principles.

In addition, a sulnmary of some basic beliefs, customs and rituals in Isiam are

included in the appendices. Also included is an overview of religious beliefs and

background information, which extends beyond the basics in Appendices F and G.

Finally, a list of common Islamic terms was added in Chapter I to guide health care

providers when interacting with Muslim patients, families or community members.
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The development of essential information summarized from the literature

review and practice principles permits an overview of situations that may be

encountered by a health care provider. One must keep in mind that these summarized

practice principles are to be used as a basic reference rather that a specific guide given

the variations existing in the Islainic religion and among individuals.

Praetice Principles when Encountering Pregnancy Loss

with MuslimWomen and their Families

I. Assess Adherence to Traditional Values'

During the initial contact with the patient, it would be advisable to assess the client

and family's level of adherence to traditional Muslim values to determine the need for

special consideration for their care. This cannot be assumed by external appearance

since some Muslims might have adopted the Westem cultures dress style but still

strongly hold the beliefs in Islam. To aide in this, the implementation of a tool to

assess the level of spiritual and cultural influence would be suggested. The ethnicity

framework of Fandetti and Goldmeir (cited in Hébert, 1998, p. 62) has been found to

be a useful tool in perinatal bereavement management and was used in a case

presentation of a Muslim woman experiencing plegnancy loss (flébert, 1998). The

goal of this model is to is to provide optimal bereavement care. This model is based on

Jenskin's work (cited in Hébert, 1993) , and identifies three levels (micro, mezzo, and

macro), which are used to assess the degree of religious and cultural influence. This

information can then be used to determine the culturally appropriate intervention

(llébert, 1998). The micro level represents the person, the mezzo level is the family

and macro level is the community. This approach helps capture the depth of
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submergence of the client into a culture and religion including his or her family and

community in the overview. This ethnicity framework gives suggestions and helps

guide possible questions for each of these levels. It may also be used by the social or

spiritual care department of institutions as a template consisting of a set of cross-

cultural, pre-fonnulated questions or specific questions for each specifrc religious

group, designed for the frontline admission staff. See Appendix H.

There are other approaches to tailor interactions with the patient to assess their

cultural and religious heritage. One important question to ask on the intake form

would be the school of Islam followed. This is particularly important if the patient is

anAhmadiyya Muslim who has distinct beließ. It is also recommended to assess if

the patient was bom and raised in Canada and to evaluate the level of religious and

cultural influences. If this individual is an immigrant or a refugee then the same can be

assessed. Pennachio (2005) suggests getting a sense of how important Islam is to her

or his daily life. However, it should not be presumed that her or his submergence into

Westem cultwes negates the importance of some of their religious observances such

as food and social relationships.

2. Offer a Private Prayer Area.

A proper praying area for clients with a prayer rug or mussallah could be

provided so believers can continue with their prayer ritual and be respected for the

values they hold (Pennachio, 2005). As well as having a musallah (a sheet or a towel

will also do) for their obligatory prayer there should be facilities to perform the

ablution, which includes the thorough washing of hands, mouth, nose, face, forearms,

and feet.
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The Health Science Centre of Winnipeg offers one sanctuary (2"d floor of the

General) for all faiths it is presently under construction, there is another chapel in the

rehab hospital that Muslims can also use. There is currently no special washing

facilities other then the bathroom but they do have special prayer rugs available for

Muslims. The St Boniface hospiøl in Winnipeg does offer a player room and rugs

designated for their Muslims population but have no specially designated washing

facilities. See APPendices F.

3. Consider Same-sex Healthcare Providers'

This issue would be important to address in the beginning of the therapeutic

interactions to clarify the choices available and what could be done to accommodate

the women's concems and beliefs. For example, if there are no female physicians or

nurses available, in the case of a Muslim female patient, the presence of another

female health care attendant could be offered, or a person of her choice to be present

dwing the exam. Patients typically prefer same-gender providers and may feel

uncomfortable if left in seclusion with a physician of the opposite gender (Pennachio,

2005). Ifthat is "unavoidable, leave the door or privacy curtain ajar (as long as your

patient is dressed)" @ennachio, 2005, Be sensitive to gender issues, para. 2).It is not

unusual for a husband to ask to stay with his wife while she receives a physical exam.

It is advised not to shake hands or hug patients, unless the patient initiates it (this is

especially true for patients of the opposite sex) (Pennachio, 2005)' The human

resources department could an:ange a list of easily accessible female physicians to

assure their availability to treat female Muslim patients would also be advisable.
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One more factor to be aware of is that Muslim women technically ale not

required to be completely covered in the presence of other women yet they might still

choose to do so. To respect these women it would be recommended to have full

covering gowns available. Pennachio (2005) recommends that ample time be given

for the woilten to cover their hair, anns, and legs before entering the examination

room, even if they are wearing a full-body gown. This author adds to even consider

posting a sign stating, '?lease knock before entering. This patient observes modest

dress and requires the announcement of your pÍesence" (Pennachio,2005, Be sensitive

to gender issues, para.4).

The issue of consent and signing forms for underage females, particularly for a

conservative Muslim, lies in the hands of her father, older brother, husband, or son. In

the case of a therapeutic abortion strictly for medical reasons, both members of the

couple must sign the consent form. It is important to note that an elective abortion is

not supported by the Islamic faith. One solution suggested is to simply explain to both

the patient and the relevant male fîgure the medical legal issues. If this does not

resolve the conflict, an option is to have her sign first with a subsequent co-signatwe

of the relative. Some of the issues mentioned above are a summanzed in Appendix I.

4. Observe Dietary Practices.

Pay attention to specific 'forbidden' food before offering to your patient. There

are special considerations for the Muslim population when preparing the menu and

food in the kitchen. Foods are divided into two groups, haram (forbidden foods) and

halal (permitted foods). The forbidden food includes pork and its by-products,

alcohol (including ingredients or recipes containing alcohol), blood (e.g., blood
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pudding) and dead animals. Foods that are acceptable for consumption are cattle and

fowl that have been slaughtered in the manner prescribed by islamic scripture and all

other foods not considered haram. Permitted is eating beef, lamb, fish and seafood

(nothing that crawls or slithers on the ground e.g., snakes, and no camivorous

animals). Appendices A and B include descriptions of religiously allowed and

forbidden foods to guide the patient's menu options'

There may also be some hidden byproducts of forbidden foods in a recipe. For

example, forbidden foods for Muslims include pork and its by-products involving:

pork gelatin products in yogUrt, ice cream, marshmallows, some breakfast cereals and

bacon bits @obert,2002). This might entail a review by the hospital of the ingredient

list of some of the menu items offered. Some Muslims are not as particular with

certain foods and some would argue that if there is only trace amounts of a forbidden

product it becomes permitted. The sharing of a meal is both a social event and an act

of worship. In accordance to the tradition of the prophet the right hand should be used

to eat (S. Siddiqui, personal communication, August'23,2005)'

5. Observe the Need to Practice Modesty.

Muslim women will need support through the labour process. However, there

might be added anxiety for two reasons. First, she is deliverin g ababy who has died.

Second, depending on the patient's country of origin, some may hold the fear of

matemal death since it is stillvery high in some parts of the world.

Modesty may remain important for Muslim women during the birthing process

of a stillborn and the preference for a female health care practitioner remains essential

during the event of birth. Exceptions will be made in an emergency to have an
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afiendant of the opposite sex caÍe for the Muslim woman' These women may choose

to wear the full gowïl and even the hiiab during the birthing pfocess' An older female

figure such as a mother or mother-in-law may be present. It might be noted that the

father is sometimes not present out of preservation of cultural nofTns but this is

changing. These customs related to birth can also be found at the end of this document

in Appendix I and J.

6. Provide Appropriate Grief Support'

The designated social work or spiritual care departments of an institution

should establish a link with the local Mosques for support of Muslim patients' It is

imperative for comprehensive care to have a social support centre in a time of crisis

when this family might feel misunderstood by the canadian system. An essential asset

to establish is a link with the local Mosques and Muslim Associations for support of

Muslim patients if they wish to access this sewice. Usually, an institution's Spiritual

Care department is contacted and they help make the link into the community' In

Manitoba, two associations that may be contacted are the Manitoba Islamic

Association or the Islamic social services to link with a community leader or an

imam. It is important to ciarify which school of Islam this patient foilows before

contacting a Mosque or association. This is important if he or she is part of Ahmadiyya

school where, for exampl e, the Ahmadryo Muslim Centre-Mosque in Winnipeg

would be provided as a contact point for support. In addition, if this person is part of

the Shiite or a Sunni school of Islam (these are more closely related) either community

from these two schools could be offered (but not anAhmadiyya community leader) (S.

Siddiqui, personal communication, August23,2005). It is important to note that this
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service would not automatically be accessed on their behalf. As well, to preserve

confidentially and privacy of the parents, the patient should initiate the contact.

Traditionally, Muslims are very private about personal issues and are reluctant

to share intimate details of their family life. If they are assured of the

confidentiality on behalf of the provider, they rnay build trust and share soine

details to assist the service provider in understanding the situation (ISSA,

2002,p.36).

It is important to note when offering support that group therapy or support gfoups

might not always be the best choice to offer a Muslim family to help them cope with

their loss since they usually prefer privacy in these matters. However, if there are

local support groups intended specifically for Muslims and they are wanting therapy

thrs might be offered.

There are also some cofiìmon customs to be aware oi such as the display

strong physical expression of grief such as wailing and tearing at clothing are usually

restrained in public, although showing emotions such as crying is acceptable (S.

Siddiqui, personal communication, August23,2005). ln addition, condolences are

usually offered within 3 days of the death. This time frame should be considered if

any follow up (e.g., phone follow up) the hospital staffdoes for the Muslim woman or

husband. Some of this information pertaining to rituals surrounding grief can be found

in Appendices K.
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Attend to the Miscarried or Stillborn lrlfont's Remains Appropriately.

Proper facilities could be provided to allow post-mortem religious rites if

parents wish to do so in the hospital setting. Currently there are no designated post-

mortem facilities for Muslims to perform these rituals in the two largest hospitals in

Manitoba (l{eath Sciences Centre and St. Boniface General Hospital). It is important

to note that the family or a community member usually does all of these religious rites.

These rituals are described in Appendix C for the purpose of assisting or enabling the

Muslim parents to carry out these rites. It is imperative to note that the mother would

not likely perform the post-mortem rituals in the postnatal period, since she may be

experiencing lochial loss (Arshad et al., 2004). However, if no one else is available the

mother may still perform these rituals according to, "the law of necessity"

(S. Siddiqui, personal communication, August 23, 2005).

The stillbom baby is usually named with its head facing Mecca (in Winnipeg it

is the north easterly direction), particularly if it is a term pregnancy or once

ensoulment has occurred. Ideally, the face of the baby should be turned towards

Mecca to receive his or her name, but in hospital turning the face towards the right

should be suffrcient (Gatrad, 1994). Following this, the infant will be prepared for the

religious post-mortem rituals. A nurse or an affrliated health care provider can perform

these following steps in preparation for the religious rites if requested or if needed (but

the parents wishes should always be confirmed). First, the baby's eyes and mouth

should be closed, then the body and limbs should be straightened and the feet or toes

(depending on his or her size) tied together. This is done so the body stays straight for

the post mortem rituals and burial once rigidity settles in (the baby should not be in
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left the fetal position). The body is then covered before being handed to the family.

Also, the deceased infant is thought to belong to God and should not be harmed in any

way, including a post-mortem examination, unless required by law (Lawerence &

Rozmus,2001). A non-Muslim should avoid overhandling the deceased and gloves

should be wom. Most families will likely wish to do the post-mortem care

themselves. This process may be most significant if this was a full term pregnancy

loss and may be important to some if ensoulment or full personhood has occurred (120

days after conception). Most of these post mortem rituals will be done at the funeral

home in a specially designated area for Muslims. Alternatively, some larger Mosques

may offer these facilities.

The following is a description of the washing ritual in case it is to be

performed in the hospital setting. The ceremony of washing involves running

lukewarm the water so it flows offthe body. To facilitate this process in the hospital,

a small slopping ramp with a baby-changing mat attached (see Appendix E) could be

used. It is to be noted that if it is necessary to wash the body after death, a Muslim

should do this (Lawrence & Rozmus, 2001).

A private room with warm running water available could be offered, if a parent

or community member wishes to perform the washing ritual on the unit floor (this is

usually done in the funeral home facilities). During this ritual the body is never left

entirely uncovered particularly the perineum. The body is placed on a slopping rarîp

so everything flows downward. Gloves are usually wom to wash the body with their

hands. Washing starts with the perineum to evacuate the impwities. A list of the

essential materials needed for the washing ritual after death is outlined in Appendix E.
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The list includes: liquid soap, cotton balls, a small towel, a pouring cup, disposable

gloves, one of two small white sheets, blanket or cloth, some crushed camphor in

water (lotus leaves are also used but their availability and cost makes them limited in

use).

Finally, the Muslim baby and all the products of conception (e.g., placental

tissue) are always buried, never cremated or embalmed. So then what needs to happen

is a revision of procedures established by the institutions in regards to these fetal

remains. Burial is usually performed within 24 hours although this period may be

extended due to hospital procedures and the logistics of transferring the body to the

funeral home. Usually the body will be transferred by casket (a simple wooden box)

to the funeral home that same day and the rituals performed by the next day. Burial

will be performed for the full term stillborn; it is mandatory by religious law. Most

parents will choose also to bury the fetus if the process of ensoulment has occurred

(120 days after conception). See Appendix L.

8. Consult with Families Regarding the Collection of Mementoes.

Mementoes are usually inappropriate for the miscarried or stillborn Muslim

infant. To desecrate the body of the infant in any way would be offensive to most

families who practice Islam. Even taking a picture or keeping items on file would be

considered inappropriate to most Muslim parents. It would be wise to ask the parents

what their wishes are even when considering filing these items for later.

47
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9. Access and Provide Local Resources as Appropriate.

The social work or spiritual care service department of the hospital should seek

out local lslamic religious leaders for guidance or assistance. See Appendix M for a

list of contacts in Manitoba. V/hen negotiating the best interests of the Muslim

parents, there rnight come a tirne when local Islarnic community leaders or an imam

should be sought for guidance or assistance for a particular case. Those proceeding

must consider issues of confidentialrty in reference to local PHIA laws @rivate Health

lnformation Act).

Before contacting a community leader, apatientlfamily's School of Islam

should be confirmed. For example, a Muslim who follows the Ahmadrryo School

would only consult anAhmadiyya community leader. In addition, if this person is part

of the Shiite or a Sunni school of Islam (these are more closely related) either leader

from these two schools could be consulted (but not an Ahmadiyya community leader)

(S. Siddiqui, personal communication, August 23,2005).

A proactive approach by the designated departments (social and or spiritual) of

the institution would be to create a committed network of community leaders from the

local Islamic community so patients and the health care team can readily access them

as counselors and resources. This could be done by contacting local associations and

assessing the communities' key contacts, existing supports, and cultural leaders. An

added asset would be to seek out professionals who specialize inthe field of Islam for

consultation pu{poses. Again any discussion or disclosure of confidential patient

information should be carefully considered and assessed prior to any consultation.
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There is still a need for most the health care institutions to evolve and expand

services to provide support for staff and patients in a time of need such as the

pregnancy loss. Another step would be assessing the most common countries of origin

with a list of the predominate languages spoken by the local Muslim population'

patients will come from various areas of the \¡/orld and may speak Farsi, urdu, Arabic,

Pashtu or Malay (Pennachio, 2005)' It should be ensured that there are adequate

interpreter facilities in place aîd/or an afÏangement with local physicians who speak

the native language of the Muslim population. In addition, a list of bilingual staffand

community members who are willing to interpret or translate should be regularly

maintained. If there are no translating services available in an institution, there are

telephone-translating services available 24 hours a day although they ale usually

çostly. one option used in winnipeg for emergency situations \ /ould be the Language

Bank comp any (204-g43-9158) that offers a wide variety of translation services.
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Chapter V: Recommendations for

Education and Research, and Conclusion

The Muslim population is growing worldwide, in canada, and in Manitoba.

There is a visible transition occurring in the appearaflce of diversity in our local

hospitals. There are greatdifferences between Islamic custorts and Muslirn culture

and Western cultures. This recent growth of the Muslim culture into the Canadian

landscape has highlighted the need to expand the scope of the cultural competence of

our institutions and health care professionals. Our health care system must now act to

accommodate our local Muslim population, as times have changed and new needs

have arisen.

There is an increasing importance for nursing education and research to

identify and attend to emerging cultural disparities. Manitoba displays a culturally

diverse population, which demonstrates the need to enhance nursing education. One

recommendation would be to add a mandatory course on cultural diversity to be part

of the nursing undergraduate curriculum to promote cultwal competence'

To fuither enhance the body of literature, there needs to be further research

undertaken by nurses in the area of cultural care and competency. There would be

great benefit to having nurses pursue such research foci. This would enrich the

literature on cultural aspects of care and could be used to further educate the current

and futuïe generations of health professionals. This practicum project is one example

of related research. It will provide value not only in its role as a teaching tool and/or to

raise awareness, but as an example of a project demonstrating the need for cultural

competence in the diverse areas of health care delivery.
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The focus of this project has been on the particular needs of a Muslim woman

and family in the time of grief and loss of a child. This sensitive time period requires

geat attention to detail for complete mental and spiritual care of the grieving Muslim

parents and reaffrrms the need for cultural competency'

Cultural competence creates an environment fof quality care and addresses

disparities. Most canadian institutions are providing excellent medically advanced

care. However if a person/family is unable to navigate this system because of basic

linguistic barriers this would be a simple yet crucial example of a shortcoming of these

institutions. To uphold a quality standard of care, institutions need to initiate research

and evaluate policy, and capacity (Bowen, 2004). To enable health professionals to

deliver culturally competent care institutions need to implement support systems to

offer person alu¿ed caÍe topatients with distinctive needs (such as translation services)'

ln addition, the institutions and health care professionals can then both start

progressing on the cultural competency continuum once they acknowledge and

become awafe of the evolving population needs. The cultural competence continuum

model demonstrates transitions into various levels from cultural destnrctiveness to

blindness to pre-competence that then may lead to cultural competency (see

Appendix N). For this transition to occur, not only do these needs need to be

acknowledged, but action plans must be created and institutions/health professionais

should actively dedicate themselves to eliminate cultural disparities that eúst'

"Negative experiences in the health care setting may profoundly impact attitudes

toward receiving care and influence the further utilization of health care services" ' "

(Spruill & Davis, 2005, p. 2). It is a monumental task for a health care team and the
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organization in which it works to attain cultural competence for every diverse need

that exists. Instead of abandoning this overwhelming goal, the focus of energy for

institutions and health professionals should be to attend to the common barriers

encountered by the majority of their culturally and religiously diverse populations. In

addition, they must acknowledgethat responding respectfully and effectively to people

of all cultures, languages, classes, races, sexes, cultural backgrounds and religions will

be an ongoing process (\4ak, 2002). Culture continuously evolves with life, which

changes with time, communities, families, and individual beließ.

The purpose of this practicum project was to atlain a greater understanding of

Islam with regards to pregnancy loss. The literature \¡/as reviewed and a series of

principles for practice was compiled to provide a tool for health care providers to

administer culturally competent care to female Muslim patients experiencing loss of

pregnancy. ln addition, the executive director of the Islamic Social Services

Association (ISSA) has reviewed the practice principles and the summarized

information.

In conclusion, delivering care that addresses culturally sensitive issues can help

to minimize confusion and misunderstandings at a time of crisis for patients and leave

the family with a sense of having been shown respect regarding their beliefs and

values. The development of the principles for practice will be a valuable tool on the

pathto attaining the goal of cultural competency when delivering care to the grieving

Muslim families.
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Appendix A

Islamic Practices Regarding Food

ln accordance to Islamic law, the right hand is to be used to eat food.

Haram (forbidden foods): pork and its byproducts, alcohol (including if it is an

ingredient in a recipe or medication), blood (e.g., blood pudding) and dead

animals (Appendix B) (S. Siddiqui, personal communication, August 23,

2005).

Halal (permitted foods): animals that have been slaughtered in the mamer

prescribed by Islamic scripture and all other foods not considered haram. This

permits eating cattle, fowl, lamb, fîsh and seafood (Appendix B) (S. Siddiqui,

personal communication, August 23, 2005).

Some Muslims may follow only partially some to these food restrictions due to

various interpretations of the scriptures. Also, some believe if there are trace

amount of a forbidden food it is found acceptable for consumption.

If there was only forbidden food available then the law of necessity will permit

their consumption (S. Siddiqui, personal communication, August 23, 2005).

Sharing a meal is both a social event and an act of worship.

Overeating is discouraged.

J.

4.

5.

6.

This information is only intended to give a broad and general description of
Muslim culture. Some information may not be relevant to all of your Muslim
clients.

Disclaimer:
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Haram
orbidden Foods

Muslims are allowed to eat all types of Forbidden foods for Muslims include pork

roods î"t1]it:i-JJ:lJif*'uu* onrv irthev

contain in the ingredient list a pork by-

product or other forbidden foods

E Gelatin Pork Products

' Yogurt
* Ice cream

' Marshmallows

' Some breakfast cereals

Religious Teaching: ñ-t:-:^-.^ rr,^^^L.

i;ãffii*¿ are the ioods of ,,those who have Religious Teaching:

rcceived a Divine s.riptur." (referring to carrion blood that which has been

theChristiansandJews)'dedicateduntoanyotherthanGod...(Quran,5.5)

Animal Products

TheslaughterandhandlingofanimalAlcoholandotherlntoxicants
pioducæ is dictated bY religious

teaching. 
"J - ---Q 

Alcoholic beverages are not allowed.

' Kosher products may be deemed Hidden ingredients-ii 
S..t^- -

acceptable. 
uvre ¡'*J 

preservation or pfepafation of

n Ali fowl are permitted' foods may also be an issue'

n Also p.t*iti.á are eating cattle, This includes

lamb, fish and seafood 
' 

' Sauces that include alcohoi'

' Sweets that include vanilla

' Medicines that contain alcohol as

an active ingredient or preservative'

Religious Teaching:
God,snameshouldbementionedovertheReligiousTeaching

animal while slaughtering it ... concerning wine and gambling' "In

(ouran,5:4).Theanimalshouldthernisgreatsin,andsomebenef,t,for
beslaughteredbyslittingmen;thesinisgreater''(Quran,2:219).
the front of the throat and allowing
the blood to drain comPletelY.

lyo,Telri¿i*tns-of lîelolq!!rtolqu&-ods.jggçÉguU,-a4g,qq4q-{&-ø44'-:==r-
(Some parts t uu" U ication' August 23' 2005)

(Robert, 2002,P.226)

This information is only intended to give a broad and general description of

Muslirn culture. some infonnation may not be relevant to all of your Muslim

clients.

Disclaimer:
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Appendix C

Muslim Religious Rites After a Pregnancy Loss

Wishes of the parents should always be confirmed first.

This process may be most signíficant if this was a fulIterm pregnancy loss and

may be traditionally practiced if ensoulment or full personhood has occuffed

(120 days after conception).

A non-Muslim should avoid overhandling the deceased and use gloves.

The religious rituals are usually done by a family or communjty member and

not by a health care professional.

5. The health care provider may be asked to prepare the infant for the ntual (not

do the rituals).

The stillborn baby is usually named with its head facing Mecca (in Winnipeg it is

the northeasterly direction), particularly if it is a term pregnancy or once ensoulment

has occurred. Ideally, the face of the baby who has died should be turned towards

Mçcca to receive his or her name, but in hospital tuming the face towards the right

should be suffrcient (Gatrad, 1994; S. Siddiqui, personal communication, August 23,

2005).

To then follow will be to prepare the infant for the Islamic rituals. First, the baby's

eyes and mouth should be closed, then the body and limbs should be straightened and

the feet or toes (depending on his or her size) should be tied together and then covered

(a nurse or affrliated health care provider can do these steps if needed). This is so the

body stays straight for the post mortem rituals and burial when rigidity settles in (the

baby should not be kept in the fetâl position).

Also, the infant should be covered so that nothing is exposed before being

handed over to the family or community representative (Arshad et al., 2004). It is

necessary to wash the fulI term baby after death, but a Muslim should do this

(I.awence & Rozmus, 2001).

This information is only intended to give a broad and general description of
Muslim culture. Some information may not be relevant to all ofyour Muslim
clients.

1.

2.

J.

4.
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\ppendix D

Islamic Customs with Respect to Pregnancy Loss I:

Post Mortem Rituals Info

Most families will wish to do the post-mortem cale; this process may be most

significant if this was a full term pregnancy loss and rnay be traditionally

practiced for some if ensoulment has occurred'

A family member or friend of the same gender of the deceased usually

performs ritual washing soon after death' Since this child is under 6 years of

age the gender of the person performing this sacrament does not matter'

It is also essential to be aware of the washing ritual if a family or community

member wishes to perform this act in the hospital setting'

The shrouding and bathing ritual may be performed by the family or a

community member for the term stillborn it is considered mandatory by

religious law. Most Muslim bereaved families likely will choose to follow

these rituals with their deceased term baby.

It is imperative to note that the mother would not likely perform this ritual in

the postnatal period, since she maybe experiencing lochial loss (Arshad et a1',

2004). Although, if she is the only one available she is permitted to do these

under the "Law of necessity" (S. Siddiqur, personal communication,

August 23,2005).

This inforrnation is only intended to give a broad and general description of
Muslim culture. Some 

-information 
may not be relevant to all of your Muslim

clients.
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The deceased infant is thought to belong to God and should not be cut or

hanned in any way, nor should a post-mortem examination be done unless

required by law (I-awerence & Rozmus, 2001)'

Thefetusorstillbornshouldmanipulatedaslittleaspossible.

Gloves should be wom if you need to care for the stillbom child'

TheQuranmaynotberecitedwhilewashingthecorpse,whatmayberecited

isarepetitionofdeclarationoffaithprayers(S.Siddiqui,personal

communication, August 23, 2005)'

Disclaimer: This information is only intended to give a broad and general descripti-on of

Muslim culture. some information ñay not be relevant to all of your Muslim

clients.

7.

8.

9.
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Appendix E
Tools That May be Needed to Wash the Baby After Death

According to Religious Rites

It is necessary to wash the stillbom term baby after death, but a Muslim should do this
(Lawrence & Rozmus, 2001; s. Siddiqui, personal communication, August 23,2005)

l. A private room with warln running water available.
2, Liquid soap

3. Cotton balls

4. A small towel.

5. A pouring cup.

6. Disposable gloves.

7. One or two small white sheet, blanket or cloth.
L Camphor crushed in water (lotus leaves may also be used).

9. A small sloping ramp with ababy change mat atiached (see figure below).

Bathing ramp in accordance to Islamic law

(Arshad et al., 2004, p. aSl)
This information is only intended to give a broad and general description of
Muslim culture. Some information may not be relevant to all of your Muslim
clients.
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Appendix F

The Islamic Religion: General Information

The words Islam and Muslim are not interchangeable and do not carry the same

meaning: this is a common mistake. A Muslim has the literal significance of a

person who subrnits to one God. He is also a believer in his faith and in the

teachings of Muhammad. All Muslims follow as well the 5 pillars of faith.

Therefore,Islam is the religious faith of Muslims (Britannica online

Encyclopedia, 200 5 ; Hawker, 2002).

You should not intemrpt and you should give privacy to aperson who is praying.

It is considered disrespectful to walk in front of a person who is praying

(Pennachio, 2005). Provide a private area for prayer.

No eating or talking should be done during prayers @ennachio ,2005).

The fast during the month of Ramadaz involves complete abstinence from food or

drink (including water) during the daylight hours.

The religion Islam is the second largest religion in the world, which is, estimated

atl.3 billion followers (S. Siddiqui, personal communication, August23,zo05).

The Mecca in Saudi Arabia is considered the birthplace of Islam (S. siddiqui,

personal communication, August 23, 2005).

"The geographic centre of Islam is on the Arabian peninsula, with Muslims

identifying Jerusalem as their holy city" (Ross, 200I,p.83).

Many Muslims recognize the Madinah and the Mecca in Saudi Arabia as a holy

cifz (S. Siddiqui, personal communication, Augus t 23, 200 5).

Disclaimer: This information is only intended to give a broad and general description of
Muslim culture. Some information may not be relevant to all of your Muslim
clients.
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10. Cleanliness is very important to Muslims since a clean body
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signifies a pure soul

with water but if unavailable sand or

sunset on Thursday to sunset on Friday).

world are Arab (Lawrence & Rozmus,

11.

(Lawrence & Rozmus, 2001).

Ritual purification before prayers is done

stone can be used.

The holy day for Muslirns is Friday (from

Twenty percent (20 o/o) of Muslims in the

12.

13.

2001).

14. Approximately 90 Yo oî Arabs are Muslims (I-awrence & Rozmus,2001).

15. The majority of Muslims live in 184 countries, including Saudi Arabia,Indonesia,

Malaysia, Iran, Turkey and the countries of Asia and Su-Saharan Africa

(Pennachio, 2005).

16. "Islam is the largest non-Christian religion in Canada" Q'{ationmaster, 2005,

para. l).

Disclaimer: This information is only intended to give a broad and general description of
Muslim culture. Some information may not be relevant to all of your Muslim
clients.
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Appendix G

The 5 Pillars of Islam:

The profession offaith. The declaration of faith is to believe there is only one

God (Allah) and that the Prophet Muhammad is his messenger (Lawrence & Rozmus,

2oo1).

Salat or prayer Muslims are required to pray 5 times daily. The first prayer is

before sunrise and the final is late night (S. Siddiqui, personal communication, August

23,2005).

Sawm orfasting. Most Muslims fast during the month of the Ramadan.

During the Ramadanthere is abstinence from food, including drinking water, smoking

and marital sexual intercourse from dawn to dusk (S. Siddiqui, personal

communication, August 23, 2005).

Zaknt or almsgivizg. Muslims are required to give 2.5 % of their wealth every

year in charity or the community (Lawrence & Rozmus, 2001).

Hajj or pilgrimage to Mecca. Approximately 70 days after the Ramadan a

pilgnmage is done during one's lifetime if he or she is able to do so both physically

and financially (Lawrence & Rozmus, 2001).

This information is only intended to give a broad and general description of
Muslim culture. Some information may notbe relevant to all of your Muslim
clients.
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Appendix H

68

Ethnicitv Framework

ntation: for example, languages spoken, religion

professed, and generation of immigration of the primary client.
v

Evaluate the importance of intraethnic group variations affecting the person's

orientation.
v

Consider the person's class membership as a mediating factor.

serect ethnically compatibie åtutior,, to personal problems.

Mezzo: The familv, client g¡oup' aqd treafnent team-

-@baseddynamicsofthefamily,c1ientgroup,orteam.Assess the responsiveness of a group o, t.í-, whose members may themselves reflect

different ethnic orientations.

Evaluate the importance of intraethni.lrorrp variations in families, groups and

treatrnent teams.

Consider class memborirp as a mediating factor'

Select ethnically compatible solutions at the family, group, or treaÍnent team levels.
v

-ú;d.ilñd fannltbõ*¿u¡èr-*itli the larger community in intervention and plaruring.
v

Facilitate commgnity responsiveness to ethnic cultwal needs'
v

Be aware of the local-state-national policies affecting the integration of the ethnic

- - .*-.*---.-*"--*--=gl9qp-s.--- --- -----_, ------- ------- ----re Goldmeier's model as cite inHébert, 1998,p.62)

This information is only intended to give a broad and general description of
Muslim culture. Some information may not be relevant to all of your Muslim

clients.
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Appendix I

Gender Issues, Famity Roles and Socializatton'. General Information

A woman should not be in seclusion with a man uniess he is a family member.

Modesty is important for both sexes but especially important for Muslim

women. However, requirements are different.

"Muslim women adhere, in varying degrees, to prescribed norms governing

modesty, privacy, diet and covering (htlab) that have important clinical

implications for caregivers." @oberts, 2002, p.22$.

Even in the presence of a female health care practitioner, the Muslim women

may still choose to stay fully gowned with the hryab (veil).

A woman who does not wear the h¡ab may still abide by a figurative hijab

through her actions of modesty, which may be still very important to her.

The behavioural demonstration of modesty might be displayed by maintaining

a downward gaze and shy demeanor, especially in the presence of men.

A female health care provider should be assigned to care for the Muslim

women.

8. Touching and shaking hands are not customary outside the family.

9. Some Muslim families are patnarchal and include the extended relatives as

part of it.

10. Women are usually the primary caregivers.

11. Men are considered heads of the families.

12. The issue of consent and signing forms for underage females, particularly for a

conservative Muslim, lies in the hands of her father, older brother or husband

or son. In the Çase of a therapeutic abortion stnctly for medical reasons, both

members of the couple must sign the consent form (an elective abortion is not

supported by the Islamic faitÐ.

Disclaimer: This information is only intended to give a broad and general description of
Muslim culture. Some information may not be relevant to all of your Muslim
clients.
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Appendix J

Islamic Customs Related to Birth

The absence of some fathers dwing the birthing process is not for lack of concern

but in accordance with upholding the value of cultural norTns, although some

fathers are now taking a mofe active role in the delivery process (S. Siddiqui,

personal communication, August 23, 2005).

Exceptions will be made in an emergency to have an attendant of the opposite sex

care for the Muslim woman.

An older female figure such as a mother or mother-inJaw may be present

especially for the first delivery.

The preference for a female health care practitioner remains during the event of

birth.

Modesty remains important. The women may choose to wear the full gown and

even the hryab dunng the birthing process.

It is important to consider when doing post-natal teaching that women abstain

from marital sexual relations during lochial loss (S. Siddiqui, personal

communication, Augus t 23, 2005).

To prevent adverse outcomes from unneeded prolonged bed rest (rooted in

practices of a few Muslim v/oman originally from urban centres of some

countries), it is best to explain and discuss the medical feasons behind the

Canadian philosophy.

This information is only intended to give a broad and general description of
Muslim culture. Some information may not be relevant to all of your Muslim
clients.
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Appendix K

Grief, Support and Related Customs and Beliefs: General lnfo

A small number of Muslim cultures do not allow women to attend the funeral.

Condolences are usually offered within 3 days of the death'

It is not customary for the parents to display strong physical expressions of

grief such as wailing and tearing at clothes in public after the death of an

infant, although crying is acceptable.

Group iherapy or support groups might not always be the sensible choice to

offer a Muslim family to help them cope with their loss since they usually

prefer privacy in these matters, unless there is a local Muslim support group in

place.

5. "Traditionally, Muslims are very private about personal issues and are

reluctant to share intimate details of their family life. If they are assured of the

confidentiality on behalf of the provider, they may build trust and share some

details to assist the service provider in understanding the situation" (ISSA,

2002, p.36)

6. Mementoes are usually not appropriate for Muslim parents and permission

should always be sought even if these items are to be collectcd for later (e.g.,

taking a lock of hair or photograph).

7. Before offering community resoì;rces, the individual's School of Islam should

be confirmed. For example, a Muslim who followslhe Ahmadryo School

would only receive support from the Ahmødiyya çommunity. In addition, if

this person is part of the Shiite or a Sunni school of Islam (these are more

closely related) either community from these two schools could be offered (but

not an Ahmadtyya community leader) (S. Siddiqui, personal communication,

August 23,2005).

Disclaimer: This infonnation is only intended to give a broad and general description of
Muslim culture. Some information may notbe relevant to all of your Muslim

clients.
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Appendix L

Islamic Customs with Respect to Pregnancy Loss II.

Burial Information

Burial is usually performed shortly after death, usually within 24 hours.

However if this is not possible then the bwial should occur by the following

day.

The body and all the other significant remains should be carried from the

hospital in a simple wooden box (casket) - the use of a coffin is not usually

used (Sarhill et al., 2003). The casket is used for transportation purpose but the

body is buried in the shroud only.

The Muslim baby and all the products of conception (e.g., placental tissue) are

always buried, never cremated and not embalmed.

The body is usually brought to a funeral home where the rituals are performed

in a designated area for Muslims.

Burial shall be performed for the term stillborn; it is mandatory by religious

law. Most parents may also choose bury the prernature stillborn if the process

sf çnsoulment has oÇÇured (120 days aftçr conççption),

For miscarriages under 20 weeks gestation where ensoulment has not occurred,

there are no set parameters, or religious laws to follow, only the personnel

wishes of the parents (S. Siddiqui, personal communication, August23,2005).

A small number of Muslim cultures do not allow women to attend the funeral.

Islarnic religious laws are flexible andvary across nations and people (S.

Siddiqui, personal communication, August23,2005) and therefore is

important is to continuously confirm personal wishes and beliefs with all

grieving parents.

This information is only intended to give a broad and general description of
Muslim culture. Some information may not be relevant to all ofyour Muslim
clients.
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APPendix M

List of Mosques and Associations in Manitoba and Canada

Ahmadiyy a Mus I im C entr e - Mo s q ue

525 Kylemore Avenue,
Winnipeg, MB R3L 185

Contact: (204) 475-2642

Brandon Islamic Centre
Tenth Street
Brandon, MB
Prayers Held: Daily Prayers

Friday (Jum' ah) Prayers

Health Sciences Centre (Bannatyne Campus)

820 Sherbrook Street
Respiratory & Rehabilitation Centre Chapel

Second Floor, Room RR215
Winnipeg, MB
Contact: (204)787-3884
Prayers Held: Friday (Jum'ah) Prayers

Islamic Educational Foundation Of Manitoba
731 Wellinglon Avenue,
Winnipeg, MB R3E0H9
Contact: (204)774-8459
Prayers Held: Friday (Jum'ah) Prayers

Islamic Information Institute Of Manitoba
594 Ellice Ave.
Winnipeg, MB
R3G OA3

Contact: (204)779-4446
www.iiim.info

Islamic Social Services Association of Canada and the United States QSSA)

PO BOX 21010
RPO Charleswood
Winnipeg, Manitoba
R3R 3R2
Contact: 1-866-239-155A (Toll Free - Canada)

info@issaservices. com
http: //www. issaservices. com/
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Muslim Association of Canada

1085 Grenon Ave.
Ottawa, ON
K2B 8L7
Mailing Address
332-1 568 Merivale Road.
Ottawa, Ontario
K2G 5Y7
Contact. (613) 321-5000
Fax: (613) 321-5001
mac@macnet.ca
http: //www. macnet. calnationaUindex. php

Manitoba Islamic Centre (The Mosque)
247 Hazelwood Avenue,
Winnipeg, MB R2M4W1
conract: (204)256-1347
Prayers Held: Daily Prayers
Friday (Jum'ah) Prayers, Tarawih,
Prayers during Ramadan

Mani t ob a I s I amic Asso c iat ion
247 Hazelwood Avenue,
Winnipeg, MB R2M4V/1
Contact: (204) 256-1347
mia@miaonline.org
http: //www. miaonline. or gl conlart/

Masj id-Mani tob a Is lamic Centre
247 Hazelwood Avenue,
Winnipeg,
MB R2M 4W1
Contact: (204)256-1347

The Downtown Centre (Pakistani Association)
348 Ross Avenue
Winnipeg, MB
Contact: (204)943-6928
Prayers Held: Daily Prayers
Friday (Jum' a h) Prayers,
Tarawih Prayers during Ramadan
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(Iniversity of Manitoba (lrlain Campus)

118C Engineering
University of Manitoba
Winnipeg, MB
Contact: www. um-msa. org
Prayers Heid: Daily Prayers,

Friday (Jum' ah) Prayers

TarawihPrayers during Ramadan (8 ; 00 PM)

University of Winnipeg
515 Portage Avenue
Winnipeg, MB
R3B 2E9
Contact : (20a) 786-9052
Prayers Held: Daily Prayers at 0RM03 Bulman Centre

Friday (Jum'ah) Prayers at2CI6 Centennial Hall
Taraw ih Prayers during Ramadan (TBA)

Winnipeg Central Mosque Q{ew Location)
715 Ellice Avenue
V/innipeg, MB
R3G OB3

Contact: (204) 7 83 -67 97

Prayers Held: Maghrib & Isha,

Friday (Jum' ah) Prayers




